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arms. One arm of the T-tube supports the microphone, another arm has a
threaded sealing adaptor for the silica cell and a cellulose filter fills the third.
Fittings such as stainless steel Swagelok or plastic equivalents could also be
adapted. The cellulose filters sold for "roll-your-own" cigarettes have proven
ideal as cell-terminating filters. The cells and light source are wrapped in
aluminium foil as previously described [6] with emphasis on electrical safety
and minimizing exposure to stray ultraviolet light. Signal amplitudes are
approximately doubled when the foil is in place.

The microphones are cheap 9.5-mm diameter electrets with an in-built
FET preamplifier. Microphones of larger diameter might give an improved
response at the low frequencies (50 Hz) used here. The microphones are
mounted so that the diaphragm does not encounter static pressure from the
carrier gas. They are mounted inside the cell T-tubes with an air-tight seal
made around the leads (Fig. 1). The clearance between the microphone and
the inner wall of the T-tube is kept small (about 0.1 mm). To reduce elec
trical interference from the lamp and nearby wiring, a foil shield connected
to an earth potential surrounds the microphones. Acoustic isolation measures
required are minimal. The transformer and ballast are rubber-mounted to
reduce coupling via the baseplate. The microphone leads are clamped to the
baseplate. For measurements at trace levels « 0.1 ng), more stringent isolation
may be needed if laboratory acoustic noise levels are high.

The circuit is outlined as a block diagram in Fig. 2. The signal processing
consists of several discrete stages. The first four stages comprise a single
TL084 Quad FET operational amplifier. The microphones derive power
from the circuit via 10 kohm dropping resistors. The twin T-circuit (50 Hz)
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the atomic excited state through to the appearance of this energy as heat and
then sound is responsible for the fall in response at higher frequencies.

There is an optimum gas flow for maximum sensitivity which is also a
function of the heating rate for the gold collector. At high flow rates (e.g.,
0.6 I min -1), the fastest heating rate (40 V) gives the highest response for a
62-ng standard (Fig. 5) but at a lower flow rate (0.2 I min -1) a lower heating
rate provides the highest response. The highest response for a given quantity
of mercury will clearly be obtained when all the mercury is in the cell at the
same time and is sufficiently diluted to ensure that there is no significant
reduction of radiation intensity by the mercury atoms nearest the source. At
the fastest heating rate, the mercury vapour is evolved rapidly and occupies
only part of the cell, at sufficiently high concentrations to reduce the inci
dent radiation intensity on mercury atoms farther from the source, thus
reducing the acoustic signal. However, at concentrations much lower than
that produced by the. 62-ng standard, the fastest heating rate gives the
greatest signal at all flow rates.

The presence of oxygen plus water vapour in the carrier gas can cause a
diminished response because the mercury vapour is photo-oxidised by the
incident ultraviolet radiation [4]. The absence of either oxygen or water
vapour is sufficient to restore the signal to full strength. If the two cells are
connected in tandem, then one cell can be used to monitor the losses in the
other with a diminished response, because of dispersion of the mercury
vapour in the carrier gas after traversing two filters. Further losses observed
in the second cell are caused by photochemical reactions with the carrier gas
and with impurities. Table 1 shows the responses to 63-ng aliquots of mercury
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Fig. 5. Response vs. nitrogen flow rate for 62-ng aliquots of mercury released from gold
at three different heater voltages.

Fig. 6. Relative signals for 20-ng aliquots of mercury and gold temperature vs. time at two
different heating rates. (- temperature, --- mercury response).
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COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF TWO SUBSTRATES FOR
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Summary. Filter paper (S & S 903) impregnated with diethylenetriaminopentaacetic acid,
and Whatman DE-81 anion-exchange paper are evaluated for quantitation of urinary
p-aminobenzoic acid. The two su bstrates are compared with respect to drying charac
teristics, pH variations, heavy atom effect, and some other variables. Impregnated S & S
903 paper is superior in terms of drying characteristics and background interferences
but DE-81 has several advantages including lower detection limit, wider pH range, and
ready availability. Although both substrates seem applicable to clinical application,
DE-81 is probably more useful.

The urinary determination of p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) which has
been enzymatically cleaved from N-benzoyl-L-tyrosyl-p-aminobenzoic acid
(bentiromide) has recently been proposed as a reliable screening test for
pancreatic function [1-3]. The PABA marker is specifically cleaved by
the pancreatic endopeptidase chymotrypsin, absorbed in the small bowel,
metabolized and excreted in the urine. The recovery of urinary PABA is
therefore proportional to chymotrypsin activity and low activity is indica
tive of pancreatic deficiency.

Quantitation of urinary PABA has classically been accomplished by
colorimetric methods [4, 5] which detect total aromatic amines and thus
suffer from a lack of selectivity with respect to certain drugs and other
compounds which may be present in the urine samples [6]. Room-temper
ature phosphorimetry (r.t.p.) has been shown to be a sensitive and poten
tially selective method for PABA [7]; here, r.t.p. is proposed as a possible
alternative to colorimetric methods. The choice of solid substrate is a critical
factor affecting the success of r.t.p. methodology and two substrates, S & S
903 impregnated with diethylenetriaminopentaacetic acid (DTPA) and DE-81
anion-exchange filter papers, were evaluated for application to urine samples.

Currently accepted r.t.p. theory suggests that rigid binding of the analyte
to substrate material decreases the probability of non-radiative deactivation
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parameter that could clearly give the user an idea of the performance of the
electrode in terms of selectivity. The determination of selectivity coefficient
by a matched-potential method is proposed here.

Selectivity coefficients evaluated by this method are reported for potassium,
calcium and magnesium relative to sodium for a sodium glass electrode and
for sodium, calcium and magnesium relative to potassium for a potassium
valinomycin electrode. The values obtained are compared with the values
from the mixed solution and separate solution methods. The values obtained
for the potassium valinomycin electrode are compared with values reported
in the literature.

Principle of method
Selectivity coefficients can be defined as the ratio of the primary ion con

centration to the interfering ion concentration which gives the same potential
change in a reference solution. This definition is similar but not identical to
that of Rechnitz et al. .[4] who defined the selectivity coefficient as the ratio
of interferent ion concentration to primary ion concentration required to
yield the same cell e.m.f. under otherwise identical conditions. To determine
the selectivity coefficient by the proposed method, one would measure the
change in potential upon changing the primary ion concentration. The inter
fering ion would then be added to an identical reference solution until the
same potential change is obtained. The change in potential must be produced
in a constant initial background of the primary ion and must be the same in
both cases.

In this method, both monovalent and divalent ions are treated in the same
manner. There is no need to take the valence of the ions into consideration
as indicated by Moody et al. [2]. This method, therefore, does not assume
that the slope for both primary and interferent ions are the same nor even
Nernstian.

Experimental
The electrodes used were a sodium glass electrode and potassium valino

mycin electrode (Beckman Instruments). The e.m.f. was measured with a
Beckman Model 4500 digital pH meter.

Chloride salts were used as source of the cations studied and all stock
solutions were prepared from reagent-grade chemicals and deionized water.
Concentrated stock solutions were used for spiking so that volume changes
could be neglected.

Selectivity coefficients were determined by the mixed-solution method
[5, 6], the separate-solution method [2, 7] and the matched-pot{'ntial
method. For the separate-solution method with the interferent ion being a
divalent cation, and with equal concentrations of the primary and interfering
ions, the following equation was used

logK~~~= [(E B -EA )/2.303RT/zA F] + 1/2 log a

where EB is the potential of the electrode in a solution containing only the
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